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nightfall at nauvoo new york the

macmillan company 1971 403 pp
ap

895
8.95
895

reviewed by neal E lambert associate professor of
english at brigham young university dr lambert has pubmormons and western literature in BYU
lished articles on cormons
studies utah historical quarterly south dakota review
western american literature and american west

in this latest of several books based on the mormon ex-

ence samuel taylor has perhaps aspired higher than in
perience
peri
any of his previous efforts his purpose is to tell the unique
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story of nauvoo illinois how it started from scratch quickly became the largest city in illinois about four times the
size of chicago and then was abandoned as the population
moved out and headed across the plains toward the salt lake
valley it is a story the outline of which most of us know
but mr taylor brings a special purpose to his effort his
intent is to transcend the limits of what he calls nit picking
detail to get at and render the significant human experiences
of those involved in this epoch of american history

the

historian is concerned with fact who what where
when how A writer has to know why A profound difference of method is in perspective the historians viewpoint
is like that of the gooneybird
gooney bird which flies backwards because
it doesnt care where it s going but only where its been
he interprets events at nauvoo in light of what subsequently
happened As a writer I1 couldnt look ahead any more
than the people I1 met on the streets of nauvoo could forsee
the future not a month not a day or an hour 1I couldnt
judge events any more than they could by what hadnt yet
happened 1I wasnt looking back at nauvoo 1I was there
my research was not for proof or for fact but for essential
and this is what 1I prize above all
truth

that

for certainly the truth of
that episode would be a moving tale of endurance sacrifice
pity comedy and tragedy a tale which facts only i mply
regardless of one religious persuasion or belief the story of
nauvoo is in every respect a subject worthy of the high serious
this is high literary purpose for certainly the truth of
ness of the greatest art
but however high and serious mr taylor s intent the
book is a disappointment if one opens nightfall at nauvoo
expecting the essence of an epic saga he finds instead melodramatic situations stereotyped characters and the worn style
more characteristic of slick magazines than significant writing
consider for instance an episode at one of the council meetings
following the death of joseph smith
is high literary purpose

brigham called upon his chief of police to make a report
raw boned cadaverous with burning eyes said
hosea stout rawboned
that he had organized a spy ring to go into all parts of the
surrounding country to watch the movements of the mob
and report their acts anti mormon sentiment was rising
to fever pitch and violence could be expected any time
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lowering his voice hosea stout announced an appalling

fact tower had discovered that the enemy had its own
spies in nauvoo and some of them had infiltrated into
hoseas own guard
at this intelligence the men in the room felt for their
guns and each man turned to look at his neighbors it was
entirely possible hosea said that in this very room was a
double agent a spy for the gentiles As he said this bernhisel fancied that hosea s burning eyes rested on bishop
george miller there was bad blood between the two

this

is not the stuff of serious significant writing but the

clich6d
cliched
cliches mannerisms of melodrama the reader of pulp
westerns
We sterns would find the scene familiar
westeris
but we remind ourselves stout and brigham and the
others are historical people this really happened these
should not be cardboard figures but real human beings signific ant men involved in significant human situations and
nificant
so we read with regret that such significance could not have
been a part of the writing itself part of the book in real
life hosea stout s eyes may well have been impressive especially
peci ally when we think about what those eyes must have
looked upon but burning is too worn to help us as readers
sense what impressions those eyes made and if it is too worn
for one to use it is even more so when it is used twice in the
same scene 1I don t mean to quibble over one choice in a book
of 120000 words but again and again the author seems satisfied to be stylistically ordinary if not hackneyed when we
are told that noah rogers s hair is shot with gray and then
turn two pages and read that john C bennett s black hair
was shot with gray we must wonder how much artistic effort has been devoted to rendering the appearances of these
people to say nothing of the significance of the events in
their lives
and this finally is the biggest disappointment the
figures themselves whom even their severest critics call men
of significance seldom come alive on the pages of the book
and when they do it is only to demonstrate a pettiness that
explains nothing of their significance sidney rigdon for
instance is reduced to a scheming manipulator clipping newspapers and hiding evidence against mormonism as protection
and insurance for himself should he ever be cast out the
complex perhaps tragic john C bennett is a village dandy
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slight and debonair at once the admiration and scandal of
nauvoo enormously popular intensely hated by some whisehte twelve
pered about by everyone and repugnant to thte
willard richards is a figure devoid of dignity a very fat
subject to many ills of the flesh As he accompanies
man
joseph smith to carthage his thoughts are more given to the
discomfort of his indigestion and his longing for his forbidden
pipe than they are to the fate of his prophet and joseph
smith himself a unique figure in american history and the
center of the whole story is less a wonder or even an enigma
than he is a conglomeration of stereotypes
joseph s habit of mixing humor with spirituality of combining physical contests with divine revelation endeared him
to his people but was at times unsettling to strangers and
unbelievers
A big and vital man full of the juice of life
un
believers
he was a far cry from the popular concept of an ascetic
and bloodless prophet joseph loved physical activity
wrestling running jumping pulling stakes he had over
compensated for the lame leg he had a hearty appetite
and an eye for a pretty girl

none of this brings

us very far in understanding the deep
currents of human feeling that were the ebb and flow in
joseph smith or in the history of nauvoo
indeed there is little if anything in the book which explains the vitality of the people of nauvoo one looks in vain
for the viable faith which sustains any institution the
nauvoo temple for instance is described as a rather poorly
executed make work project whose floor and font are rotten
however provable such facts may be they do not reflect what
the temple must have been to the people of nauvoo who
fought to finish it while abandoning their own homes
in nightfall at nauvoo polygamy is an institution sustained not by devotion and sacrifice but by lechery and

adultery

A notable case was that of porter rockwell who at gunpoint
abducted the wife of amos davis a tavern owner and
captain of the legion the gun was for the husbands
benefit not the wife s for mrs davis was entirely willing
rumor had it that this attractive cupcake was given to
port by brigham young as a reward for rockwell s having
avenged the blood of the prophet by killing frank worrell
who d been chief guard at carthage jail
who
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is not technically polyga-

mous the episode is used in the book to describe the current

attitude

we

are introduced to but one man of absolute devotion
indestructibility
milo white who somehow epitomized the indestructability
of mormonism
but the faith of milo white is patently ridi
diculous he encounters john C bennett as that dandy is
leaving the local house of prostitution bennett explains his
presence by saying he had been preaching to the soiled
and white believes him
doves
milo s broad face was
alight with devotion he declared that it was men like bennett who sustained his faith in the gospel and gave him
so much for the
strength to meet trials and tribulations
faith of the people of nauvoo
the book may well be in fact historically accurate the
extensive bibliography at the end is evidently supplied to suggest as much 1I leave it to others more qualified to comment
on the history it is the significance of the facts as they function in the book itself that is of concern here for facts real
or imagined have only one purpose in any work of literature
to define and illuminate something important about a man if
they do this then they have a rightful place in the story but
having facts function this way is not a quality of the facts
themselves it depends on the insight and the skill of the
writer As a good critic once said some writers cannot
make falling off a thousand foot cliff important henry
james could make taking off a glove important so our concern is no more with the secret history of nauvoo than it
is with the official history of nauvoo our concern is the
motive forces that built that city and then moved it wholesale
into the american desert pettiness ineptness delusion and
couldn t do that
lust coulden
without question mr taylor is capable of good writing
he has done so before but if one looks in nightfall at
nauvoo for the endurance and dignity and faith that is rendered so beautifully in family kingdom one looks in vain
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